We present a novel analysis technique for liquid xenon time projection chambers that allows for a lower threshold by relying on events with a prompt scintillation signal consisting of single detected photons. The energy threshold of the LUX dark matter experiment is primarily determined by the smallest scintillation response detectable, which previously required a 2-fold coincidence signal in its photomultiplier arrays, enforced in data analysis. The technique presented here exploits the double photoelectron emission effect observed in some photomultiplier models at vacuum ultraviolet arXiv:1907.06272v1 [astro-ph.CO] 14 Jul 2019 2 wavelengths. We demonstrate this analysis using an electron recoil calibration dataset and place new constraints on the spin-independent scattering cross section of weakly interacting massive particles (WIMPs) down to 2.5 GeV/c 2 WIMP mass using the 2013 LUX dataset. This new technique is promising to enhance light WIMP and astrophysical neutrino searches in next-generation liquid xenon experiments.
wavelengths. We demonstrate this analysis using an electron recoil calibration dataset and place new constraints on the spin-independent scattering cross section of weakly interacting massive particles (WIMPs) down to 2.5 GeV/c 2 WIMP mass using the 2013 LUX dataset. This new technique is promising to enhance light WIMP and astrophysical neutrino searches in next-generation liquid xenon experiments.
I. INTRODUCTION
Experiments searching for the scattering of weakly interacting massive particles (WIMPs), which are hypothesized to constitute the dark matter (DM) content of the universe, probe a variety of rare processes leading to O(keV) energy transfers to ordinary matter. Specifically, several theories predict the existence of light DM particles (close to the proton mass) in addition to the standard thermally-produced WIMPs, including asymmetric DM [1] , hidden sector DM [2] , and mirror DM [3] . Direct detection experiments are also able to probe subGeV DM models through nuclear bremsstrahlung and Migdal effect signals [4] [5] [6] [7] . In addition, forthcoming experiments will be sensitive to various astrophysical neutrino fluxes, most notably through the coherent nuclear scattering of solar, atmospheric and supernova neutrinos. This elusive elastic scattering process, which also generates very low energy recoils, has been recently observed for the first time with a pulsed neutrino beam [8] . All of these interactions create steeply-falling energy spectra in direct detection detectors and any improvement in energy threshold, however modest, can bring about significant gains in sensitivity.
The Large Underground Xenon (LUX) experiment completed two WIMP-search runs between 2013 and 2016, utilizing 250 kg of active liquid xenon (LXe) in a dual-phase xenon Time Projection Chamber (TPC) [9, 10] . Its LXe target was surrounded by high-reflectance panels made from polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE), and viewed by two arrays each with 61 photomultiplier tubes (PMTs, 2-inch Hamamatsu R8778). Energy depositions generated two distinct responses: a prompt scintillation signal (S1) and a delayed ionization response, the latter detected via electroluminescence of the drifted charge in a thin layer of vapor above the liquid (S2). The presence of the two distinct signals per interaction was particularly important for i) discriminating nuclear recoil (NR) signals from the prominent backgrounds, which consist mostly of electron recoils (ER), and ii) recovering the 3D position of the interactions, hence allowing self-shielding of an inner 'fiducial volume' from external radioactivity backgrounds [11] . The gain factor for the prompt scintillation response, g 1 , consists of the product of the detector light collection efficiency and the PMT quantum efficiency. The delayed ionization gain factor, g 2 , is defined as the product of the average single electron response size and the electron extraction efficiency (from liquid to gas). Detailed descriptions of the experimental hardware and analysis techniques can be found in Refs. [11, 12] and others cited therein.
Although both the S1 and the S2 channels could sense very low recoil energies, the ionization channel was more sensitive and, in the standard (S2+S1) analysis, the S1 signal determined the energy threshold to a large degree. LUX has achieved thresholds of 1.2 keV for ER [13] and 3.3 keV for NR [9] (both quoted at 50% efficiency) for a 2-fold coincidence requirement on S1 (i.e., a valid S1 must include detection of one or more photoelectrons in at least two PMTs) [12] . The 2-fold coincidence eliminated a major source of background whereby PMT dark counts (DC) recorded up to a few hundred microseconds before an isolated S2 pulse faked a valid 'golden' event possessing one S1 and one S2.
Traditionally, S1 and S2 pulse areas have been expressed as a total number of photoelectrons (phe) emitted by the PMT photocathodes, using as reference the mean responses of the full signal chain to the emission of a single photoelectron (SPE). Recently, it was found that at vacuum ultraviolet (VUV) wavelengths double photoelectron emission (DPE) -whereby two 'photoelectrons' are detected in response to a single incident photon -can take place with sizeable probability [14] . For the detection of liquid xenon scintillation (mean wavelength 175 nm [15] ) in cryogenic conditions this DPE probability is ≈17% for the LUX PMTs, and as much as ≈23% for the Hamamatsu R11410 model used in forthcoming experiments such as LUX-ZEPLIN (LZ) [16] . In general, this probability varies significantly with PMT model and, in particular, with photocathode technology. The LUX pulse-parametrization algorithms were corrected to account for this effect, with the size of S1 and S2 pulses expressed in photons detected (phd), instead of the traditional phe unit obtained by pulse charge integration. For larger pulses this involved an average correction factor per PMT, while for smaller (S1) pulses an algorithm for 'spike' counting was introduced, where each spike was an excursion of the waveform above some (low) threshold. These corrections brought about significant improvements in both the linearity and the energy resolution of the detector [9, 13] .
In this work we extended the standard '2-fold' LUX analyses by including single photon pulses (1 phd) in those instances where one VUV photon had produced two photoelectrons (2 phe) through DPE. This allowed lower energies to be detected by recovering a number of events that were previously discarded by the 2-fold requirement. PMT dark counts consist almost entirely of 1 phe signals and hence did not pose a significant back- A single S1-photon event from the Dec. 2013 LUX tritium dataset. The S2 pulse (∼35 extracted electrons) was preceded by a pulse integrating to 2.4 phe -likely due to DPE emission in response to a real S1 detected photon (the relevant PMT waveform is shown in inset). In the standard S1+S2 analysis this would have been classified as an 'S2-only' event, as the S1 candidate has failed the 2-fold requirement [13] .
ground. This method retains z-position (depth) information and ER-NR discrimination for these events, and hence can provide a bridge between standard analyses with both S1 and S2 signals and the more challenging 'S2-only' analyses [17, 18] , that can suffer from higher background levels (e.g. from radioactivity or spurious electron emission from electrode grids [19] ). An example event that fell below the 2-fold requirement but in which the S2 was preceded by a single detected photon of large pulse area (indicative of DPE emission) is shown in Figure 1 . Note the significant S2 pulse size for this small (∼1 keV) ER signal; although NR signals generate proportionally smaller S2s, they still represent several emitted electrons that are detectable by electroluminescence.
For this to be a useful analysis we initially confirmed the efficient detection of low energy interactions generating S1 pulses consisting of single photons that have produced 2-phe signals. Additionally, we established that no major new backgrounds exist in this regime that could jeopardise a rare event search. For example, these could arise from even faint sources of VUV photons unconfined to S1 or S2 pulses (e.g. associated with electron transport in the liquid or electrical breakdown in liquid or gas phases) or from PMT-related spurious signals.
In this article we set out a full single-photon analysis of the LUX 2013 WIMP search dataset to arrive at a WIMP-nucleon scattering cross section limit using exclusively the population of events that have produced two photoelectron signals in a single PMT. This extends the standard analysis published previously in Ref. [9] . We begin by describing the calibrations of single and double photoelectron responses of individual PMTs and their dark count rates (Section II). In Section III we validate this technique using a high-statistics ER calibration dataset obtained with tritiated methane (CH 3 T) dispersed uniformly throughout the detector, extending the original analysis of this dataset [13] to lower energy signals. This allows optimization of the S1 event selection and data corrections, and assessment of the DPE event detection efficiency. In Section IV we describe our search for low-energy NR interactions in the LUX 2013 WIMP search dataset, producing spin-independent WIMP-nucleon cross section limits using DPE events alone. In Section V we discuss our results and review the potential of this new analysis, in particular in the context of LZ [20] (a separate publication will discuss this in detail). Next-generation LXe-TPCs will achieve extremely low backgrounds over multi-tonne masses and any threshold improvements can enable new physics.
II. PHOTOMULTIPLIER CALIBRATION
We began by calibrating the SPE response, the DPE probability for LXe scintillation photons, and the dark count rates per PMT. We also identified and excluded noisy channels from our analysis. We used data from a tritium calibration (Dec. 2013 injection), with a low event rate (peaking at ∼0.1 cts/s), allowing PMT dark counts to be studied. This dataset also provided small VUV pulses from particle interactions to calibrate the DPE probabilities.
Nominally, an SPE generated a pulse with 4 mV amplitude for the average PMT gain of 4×10 6 . The channel by channel SPE calibration was originally performed using the internal LED calibration system. The 400 nm light pulses used do not produce double photoelectron emission, causing a bias that was corrected at the analysis stage. In this work, the SPE responses were determined in two ways (both directly utilizing the tritium calibration dataset): firstly, by using a population of waveforms consisting mostly of SPE pulses; secondly, by looking at the full single VUV photon response (including both SPE and DPE components). In the first case, pulses classified as SPE-like were used, and found either preceding an S1 or identified between the S1 and the S2 pulses and hence consisting mostly of PMT dark counts. A distribution is shown in Figure 2 , where all channels in the top and bottom PMT arrays have been summed for the purpose of display. The distributions for individual channels were fitted with a Gaussian model using the likelihood method to obtain the mean and width of the SPE response (µ DC ,σ DC ), as well as the DC rate for each PMT. The fit was restricted to start at 0.3 phe to allow for the digitization threshold (information is saved only if the amplified signal exceeds 1.5 mV [12] ).
Ten PMT channels with outlier fit parameters, goodness-of-fit estimators (χ 2 ), or abnormally high dark count rates -often found to be detecting spurious light -were not used for this analysis. The average dark count rates for the 'good' PMTs, measured both using the tritium calibration and the WIMP search dataset, are summarized in Table I . Several interesting observations result from these data, which are also apparent in Figure 2 . The DC rate recorded at the bottom array is significantly higher than that at the top array; and both are much lower than the ∼40 cts/s/PMT observed at low These were identified in the quiet waveforms preceding tritium S1 pulses (in red), or between the tritium S1 and S2 pulses (in blue). These distributions do not include contributions from 10 channels that were removed for this analysis.
temperature in tests on the surface. These effects are also observed in other experiments [21] . The latter effect is presumably due to the low radiation environment in LUX (e.g. reducing Cherenkov emission in the PMT windows). The difference between the two arrays is more interesting; since the bottom array had a higher photon collection efficiency for interactions in the liquid, we believe that the rate measured there consists partly (or even mostly) of detected light, and is not attributed solely to thermionic emission from the photocathodes. This light did not undergo double photoelectron emission and hence was not of VUV wavelengths. A likely explanation is that these photons are due to PTFE fluorescence at optical wavelenghts, which is induced when VUV photons are absorbed in the PTFE (see [22, 23] ). Other manifestations of this effect have previously been observed in LUX. This ability to distinguish between VUV and visible photon fluxes is a useful application of the DPE effect. Finally, there is a small difference between the rates measured in the two time windows (before S1 and between S1 and S2 pulses), both in measurements using the tritium dataset and during the WIMP search, which is unlikely to be statistical in nature. This appears at a small time window following the S1 and is more pronounced after larger S1 pulses, indicating it is at likely due to S1-induced PTFE fluorescence. In the remainder we continue to refer to these SPE signals as 'dark counts', but bearing in mind that most are actually photon-induced.
In general, there is reasonable agreement between the distributions before and after S1, and no significant excess is observed near two photoelectrons, which could indicate DPE emission from single photons. This confirms that no significant VUV photon sources exist outside of the main xenon luminescence mechanisms associated with S1 and S2 photon production, and hence no major backgrounds are expected that could make such an analysis non-viable -this is one of the main results from our study. Nonetheless, the SPE distributions in TABLE I. Average dark count rates for the PMTs used in this analysis as measured both via the tritium calibration and the 2013 WIMP search dataset. These rates were measured using populations of golden events, searching before the S1 pulse (<S1 window) and between the S1 and S2 pulses (S1-S2). Figure 2 do include a modest tail to large pulse areas, which we attribute to the way in which the LUX pulse classifier identifies SPE-type pulses, which is a loose requirement: those must be S1-like in shape and recorded in a single PMT within a 100 ns window, regardless of size [12] . They would allow, for example, light pulses emitted within the PMTs themselves [24] and Cherenkov signals in the PMT windows -in underground experiments the latter may be due to Compton electrons generated by background gamma-rays [25] . As mentioned previously, the full single VUV photon response was also measured, using VUV scintillation light from tritium interactions. Tritium β − decays generating small S1 signals within appropriate sub-volumes within the TPC were selected such that the mean expectation per channel was 1 phd. This expectation, and hence the probability for contamination from 2-phd signals, was calculated from the frequency of zero-hit events assuming Poisson statistics. An example of the single photoelectron and single photon responses (including both SPE and DPE components) for a typical PMT, fitted with Gaussian and double-Gaussian models, respectively, is shown in Figure 3 . We note that both the mean (µ DC ,µ 1 ) and the resolution (σ DC ,σ 1 ) of the two SPE responses are somewhat different, and this was observed for other channels. This effect is primarily attributed to the fact that the response measured with photons includes direct hits to the first dynode, biasing the mean of the distribution to lower values [14] . Additionally, in LUX a maximum of 10 pulses per event were parameterized in the standard data reduction, and small-area DCs may be lost; this effect increases the mean of the dark count SPE distribution by ∼2.5%. In any case, this inefficiency for tagging SPE-like pulses has no effect on our DPE analysis (< 1%), as for the low-energy events of interest the 10 pulse limit is rarely reached. In addition, DPE pulses are larger than SPE pulses and hence more unlikely to be missed, as the pulse finder prioritizes larger pulses.
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After correcting for a small (∼2%) contamination from 2-phd events, the mean DPE fraction was found to be 0.169±0.015 sys ±0.005 stat , consistent with measurements from other LUX analyses. The statistical error presented here was propagated from the error on the fit value of the DPE fraction for each PMT (which were uncorrelated), while the systematic error was calculated by studying how the DPE fraction varied with S1 cut definition.
Given that the LUX PMTs did not fully resolve 1 phe from 2 phe signals, a cut must be applied that accepts DPE signals while rejecting dark count signals (we favoured the transparency of this simple cut-and-count method over more sophisticated procedures in this analysis). Figure 3 suggests that the optimal cut would be located near 2.0 phe. A signal-to-background ratio optimisation designed to limit the total number of background events to O(1) (given the DC and S2-only rates in the full 2013 WIMP search dataset) yielded the following acceptance region: [µ 1 + 3σ 1 , µ 2 + 2σ 2 ], where µ i and σ i are the means and widths of the two Gaussians measured from the fits to the VUV dataset. Figure 3 (right) indicates this region for the PMT in question. The signal regions for all channels are shown in Figure 4 .
The rate of pulses classified as single photons that fall within the defined DPE signal region, over the entire analyzed array, was found to be (2.0 ± 0.2) cts/s. This counting observation is in agreement with the expected rate due to dark count leakage into the signal region, that was calculated to be (2.2 ± 0.2) cts/s, using the model fits. Using the counting observation, which could include a small contribution from random VUV single photon sources, ensures we assume all observed leakage rate in background expectation calculations and hence all possible sources are accounted for.
The mean acceptance for the single detected photon population recovered after the DPE cut for all good PMTs was found to be 0.055 ± 0.005 sys ± 0.002 stat . This acceptance was weighted to take into account both the quantum efficiency of each PMT, the different coupling of the top and bottom arrays to scintillation light and the position of each PMT on the arrays (measured using 83m Kr calibration). As mentioned previously, 10 PMTs were turned off for this analysis, which resulted in a 6.0% reduction in g 1 and a commensurate reduction in single photon event acceptance. Hence, with this applied, the DPE cut acceptance was estimated to be 0.052 ± 0.005. This acceptance translates directly to the analysis efficiency of the DPE cut, and hence represents the fraction of events with an S1 consisting of a single detected VUV photon that are recovered after its application.
III. EXTENDING THE TRITIUM ER CALIBRATION
Following the definition of the single-photon signal region, we proceeded to perform a single S1 photon calibration study using the 2013 tritiated methane (CH 3 T) dataset. Tritium decays constitute an excellent calibration source for the new analysis, providing a large population of low-energy events which are spatially uniform; moreover, this beta spectrum is known with very high precision. Significantly, the S1 event selection at 1 phd is identical for ER and NR datasets, and so it is directly applicable to the WIMP search analysis presented in the next section.
In the original analysis of the Dec. 2013 calibration dataset [13] , ∼170,000 tritium decays were recorded in the chosen fiducial volume (radius less than 20 cm, drift time between 38 and 305 µs). For the new analysis, events with a single S2 pulse and no identified S1 pulse were initially selected and the standard S2 pulse quality and quiet time cuts were applied. Selected events were searched for a candidate single-photon pulse preceding the S2 and falling within the DPE acceptance region of the firing PMT -such as the event already shown in Figure 1 . For those fulfilling these requirements the 1 phd pulse was taken as the S1 signal, and all additional standard event selection cuts were applied [9, 13] . To benefit from the extension to lower energies, the (uncorrected) S2 threshold was lowered from 165 phd to 100 phd (∼4 emitted electrons) and, consequently, a smaller fiducial volume (18 cm radial cut) was adopted for this analysis to avoid 'wall' events being misreconstructed into the volume (this effect is a strong function of S2 size). The (x,y) position resolution for this S2 pulse area remains small (σ 0.8 cm [26] ) and the trigger efficiency was ≈100% [27] . Additional cuts removed pile-up events following large energy depositions in the detector and interactions occurring very near the liquid surface such that the S1 is essentially merged with the S2 pulse; these cuts had not been required in the standard analysis.
In total, ∼15,000 events passed the S2 quality cuts alone. These are largely (≈75%) due to genuine tritium decays with an S1 failing the 2-fold coincidence requirement, followed by the well-understood accidental coincidence backgrounds. Of those events, 247 were found with an S1 consistent with DPE emission on 1 phd within the appropriate drift time window. As mentioned previously, S2-only events may coincide with large-area DC pulses to produce a viable background topology. Using the rate of (2.0 ± 0.2) cts/s for the latter, an expectation of 10.8 ± 1.1 random coincidences was estimated for this tritium dataset.
The S2 pulse area spectrum for the single scintillation photon events passing all cuts is shown in Figure 5 . The S2 areas were corrected to account for spatial dependence. The Noble Element Simulation Technique (NEST) package v2.0 [28] was used to model the tritium S2 response for this selection and its prediction is plotted in the same figure, added to the (small) expected background distribution from upward-fluctuating DCs overlapping with S2-only events. Systematic and model uncertainties are also shown. The former include errors on g 1 and the DPE cut acceptance added in quadrature, while the model uncertainty includes ionization and scintillation yield variations within measurement errors at low energies -see Figure 6 . The data are in good agreement with the NEST ER model, and the total number of predicted events (inc. background) is 208 ± 21 sys ± 25 11 mod (cf. 247 observed). The ER model predicts the energy of the single photon tritium events to lie between 0.3 and 3.0 keV, with a mean of 1.1 keV.
The ER and NR yields considered in NEST v2.0 are shown in Figure 6 along with key published measurements [13, [29] [30] [31] that were used to obtain the model fits. The model thresholds for the tritium analysis presented here and for the NR search presented in the next section were placed at 0.186 keV and 0.3 keV, respectively, corresponding to the lowest energy ionization yield measurements [30, 32] . Even though the most recent NR measurements were used here to motivate this low energy threshold, these were not included in the NEST v2.0 5 . S2 pulse area spectrum for tritium dataset events in which the S1 consisted of a single detected VUV photon with pulse area within the DPE signal region, along with NEST v2.0 prediction added to the background expectation from the DC+S2-only coincidence events. The shaded purple regions represent the systematic uncertainty due to the g1 and DPE cut acceptance error, while the shaded grey regions represent the model uncertainty (produced by incorporating appropriate yield variations in the NEST model, shown in Figure 6 ). model development. A more detailed discussion of the NR NEST model and its effect on our result is presented in Section 5. Both the ER and NR models extend below the lowest energy at which the scintillation yields have been measured to date (1.3 keV for ER [13] and 1.1 keV for NR [31] ). When extrapolating the model to our energy thresholds, the scintillation signal was assumed to be anti-correlated with the charge signal as was observed at higher energies. The uncertainties presented as bands around the ER yields in Figure 6 indicate the variation observed when the free parameters of the model were allowed to vary by 1σ. The good agreement between data and model for the single photon ER calibration shown in Figure 5 suggests that the model extrapolations assumed in NEST, below the lowest light yield measurement, were reasonable for the energy range presented here.
IV. WIMP SEARCH
The analysis of the tritium data confirmed that single scintillation photon events can be robustly selected to recover a population of very low energy interactions which had been previously discarded, and it suggested that the dominant random coincidence backgrounds can be calculated accurately. We hence applied this technique to search for light WIMP interactions in the 2013 WIMP search exposure which accumulated 95 live days [9] .
We confirmed first that long-term PMT gain drift was not significant in this longer dataset (cf. Fig. 20 in Ref. [12] ). From the PMT calibration work reported in Section 2 we were confident that no major sources of [13] and D-D neutron (right) [31] calibrations. Additional data are shown in blue and green for the ER ionization yield [29, 30] . Recent NR ionization yield data that have not yet been incorporated in the NEST models but are used here to motivate the low energy threshold are presented in blue [32] . The thresholds adopted for the new analyses correspond to the upper edge of the shaded regions.
VUV photons or similar pulses were likely to be present, once the 10 noisy channels were excluded.
LUX has achieved a very low background rate especially at low energies [12, 33] . Wall events were suppressed in the smaller fiducial mass of 118 kg (this fiducial definition is identical to that used in the first analysis of this dataset [34] ). The prominent background in standard analyses was instead due to ER interactions leaking into the NR region. Such ER backgrounds were small in the DPE analysis due to the low DPE acceptance, and the same applies to NR backgrounds. Table II summarizes the background expectations calculated for the leading sources along with the random coincidence background for the single photon 2013 WIMP search. The total prediction for 1 phd events was 5.1 ± 0.4. As the largest background is due to accidental coincidences between upward-fluctuating dark counts and S2-only events and the S2-only background spectrum is not flat, most of the background interactions are expected at S2 areas well above the NR signal region for light WIMPs. Figure 7 shows the observation in (S1, S2) space both for interactions at ≥2-fold and for single-photon signals. A total of six single-photon events were observed. The numbers falling into each S2 region are consistent with the background expectations listed in Table II . Two events were observed below the ER band (expectation value was 1.8 ± 0.3), i.e. below an S2 pulse area which contains the full NR acceptance for WIMP signals.
In general, the NR signal region for light WIMPs lies below the NR band represented in the figure, which was derived for a 50 GeV/c 2 WIMP spectrum (which coincides approximately with the NR spectrum obtained with a D-D neutron generator). This is due to the fact that, at Solid black markers represent events lying above the S1 2-fold coincidence requirement, while the 6 hollow markers indicate those with an S1 of 1 phd which are the focus of this analysis. Distribution contours for an ER beta spectrum (grey) and an example 50 GeV/c 2 WIMP signal (red) are indicated at the 50 th (solid), 10 th and 90 th (dashed) percentiles of S2 at given S1. These percentiles are shown separately at 1 phd, with the S2 threshold lowered to the 100-phd value (uncorrected) adopted in this analysis. The color histogram illustrates the expected WIMP signal for a mass of 4 GeV/c 2 at 1 phd only, for an exposure of 10 6 kg·days and cross section of 10 −40 cm 2 ; the integrated number of events for this model is ∼8,000.
a particular S2 size, only events with an over-fluctuating S1 pulse fall above threshold. For the very low masses considered here this effect is even more extreme, with the predicted S2 range falling well below the NR band as defined for higher energy recoils. To determine the precise NR acceptance region for an S1 of 1 phd, WIMP signal models were simulated with NEST v2.0 as a function of particle mass. The S2 acceptance regions extended between an S2 pulse area (uncorrected) of 100 phd and a maximum value that retains 95% acceptance. One such region for 4 GeV/c 2 WIMPs is shown in Figure 7 . The upper boundary of this region moves upward with increasing particle mass, and captures the first event for a 5.3 GeV/c 2 WIMP model at log 10 (S2) = 2.4. Figure 8 shows the overall signal acceptance and background expectation in the appropriate S2 region as a function of WIMP mass, along with their uncertainties. The background expectation falls below 1 event at ∼4 GeV/c 2 , while the acceptance decreases quickly below that point due to a number of reasons. These include the S2 threshold of 100 phd (4 emitted electrons, corresponding to 8 electrons drifting in the liquid) and the hard signal cut-off which is applied at 0.3 keV in simulations. Finally, the lightest WIMPs increasingly produce genuine S2-only events at the lowest masses.
The statistical analysis technique described in Ref. [35] was used to set 90% C.L. upper limits on the number of signal counts at each mass, using Gaussian uncertain-TABLE II. Expected backgrounds and observed counts for various ranges in S2 space for the single-photon WIMP-search analysis of the 2013 LUX WIMP search exposure (95 live days, 118 kg fiducial mass). Entries are related to an ER band calculated for a flat spectrum and defined at the 10 th and 90 th percentiles. S2 pulse sizes are given for spatially-corrected variables; the 100-phd uncorrected S2 threshold corresponds to 120 phd. ties on the background expectation and the signal acceptance. These limits were capped at 2.3 counts below 5.3 GeV/c 2 since no counts were observed in the signal region for lower mass models, and this prevents our result for surpassing that of a background-free experiment.
From these results we calculated the corresponding upper limits on the spin-independent elastic scattering WIMP-nucleon cross section, assuming standard astrophysical parameters; these limits are plotted in Figure 9 . The step seen at 5.3 GeV/c 2 marks the WIMP mass beyond which the signal region includes the first observed event. The expected sensitivity was calculated from background-only Monte Carlo trials and the 1σ and 2σ regions are also shown. The median sensitivity (not plotted) follows approximately along the observed result.
In conclusion, the new result is fully consistent with the background-only hypothesis. This analysis, which utilized exclusively single-photon events and not those at 2-fold and above, produces very competitive results below 5.5 GeV/c 2 . There are, however, differences between this and the original analysis that contribute to this improvement, as discussed below. The dashed blackf line is derived from the same analysis but with a model cut-off at 1.1 keV. Also shown are the previous results from the LUX 2013 search [9] (gray), the LUX complete exposure result [10] (red), and from DarkSide-50 [17] (green), PandaX-II [36] (blue), PICO60 [37] (lilac) and CDMSLite [38] (purple).
V. DISCUSSION
Inevitably, the new analysis demands a good understanding of scintillation and ionization yields at very low energies, and in particular the light yields for both ER and NR rely on models reaching below the lowest measurements. The LUX collaboration and others have been working for over a decade to extend these measure-ments and improve their systematic uncertainty, and major progress has been made for liquid xenon -and this is set to continue.
The analysis of electron recoil interactions from tritium decays suggests that these yields are well modelled by NEST down to sub-keV energies already. In addition, we have shown that a population of single-photon events undergoing double-photoelectron emission can be reliably selected to lower the detection threshold for ER interactions. The modest backgrounds mean that this technique can be used in searches for leptophilic DM and other rare interactions producing electronic recoils near threshold in liquid xenon detectors.
The nuclear recoil analysis is equally promising, but it is important to note that the improvement in WIMP sensitivity over the previous 2013 WIMP search result is due to several effects. The lowering of the S1 threshold allowed probing lower energy recoils, and hence it improved the sensitivity at lower masses. Clearly, the background suppression due to the low acceptance of single photon events enabled a decrease in S2 threshold. However, these effects are not apparent when enforcing the 1.1 keV cutoff adopted in previous analyses. This threshold was motivated by the lowest-energy light yield measurement for NR interactions [31] shown in Figure 6 . The result of applying this higher threshold to the 1-phd analysis is also shown in Figure 9 . (It is impractical to assess the effect of lowering the energy cut-off in the standard analysis instead, as this employed a different NEST model and a more powerful statistical analysis, with selection cuts optimized for that analysis.)
The lower (0.3 keV) threshold for NR interactions was adopted here as this is approximately the energy at which the first ionization electron is expected from extrapolating to very low energies the power-law behaviour that is assumed in the Lindhard model [39, 40] . Recent measurements confirm electron release at 0.3 keV in liquid xenon but are consistent with a lower ionization yield than the one assumed in the NEST v2.0 model [32] . To understand how yield variations affect the WIMP sensitivity we altered the ionization yield curve to agree with this recent publication, that is also consistent at 1σ level with previous measurements (as shown in Figure 6 ). We kept the light yield model unaltered to the one shown in Figure 6 , hence allowing the total number of quanta to decrease. This resulted in a slightly higher observed limit to the one shown in Figure 9 , with the median sensitivity decreasing by factors of ∼2.5 and ∼4.5 at 4 GeV/c 2 and 3 GeV/c 2 , respectively. The impact is therefore limited, and this will improve as more data become available at lower energies.
It is worth considering whether a DPE cut is required in the first place, i.e., would a full analysis including all 1-phd pulses be equally sensitive, despite the higher background? For the tritium dataset most such pulses are indeed sub-threshold S1 signals, and we have confirmed that the background-subtracted S2 spectrum is still in good agreement with the NEST prediction. Clearly, in this case both analyses may be useful, although the signal-to-background ratio is markedly better with the DPE cut (∼20 versus ∼3, in this instance). On the other hand, for the rare event search the conclusion is more nuanced. For the masses explored in Figure 9 , accepting all 1-phd pulses would increase the efficiency by ∼20-fold, while the background expectation would increase by a factor of 300-500 over the numbers in Figure 8 . A full analysis of the LUX dataset, including all 1-phd S1 events, yields comparable 90% C.L. upper limits to that including the DPE cut (with the analysis without a DPE cut found to be a factor of ∼3 less sensitive at 4 GeV/c 2 ), but the sensitivity is now dominated by the systematic uncertainty on the background expectation. This is largely determined by the population of S2-only events that are predicted to fall within the S2 signal region for each mass: in the absence of meaningful depth (z) information, correcting the S2 pulse (e.g. for finite electron lifetime) cannot be done accurately event-byevent. In addition, for such an analysis the possibility of events presenting both signal and background (one or more dark counts coinciding with a real 1-phd S1) becomes non-negligible and needs to be addressed. Moreover, systematic uncertainties play a bigger role in a discovery situation, and the new analysis is better able to control these. Also in this case, exploring both analyses in parallel is advisable.
Finally, we discuss the potential of this technique for future xenon experiments such as LZ (a detailed study will be published separately) [20] . The sensitivity improvement due to the lowering of the S1 threshold alone is relatively modest here as LUX is already operating at a very low 2-fold coincidence level, and it is limited by both the S1 and the S2 thresholds. LZ can benefit further from this analysis technique by reducing its S1 coincidence requirement from 3-fold to 2-fold. In this instance, either or both detected photons can undergo double photoelectron emission, enabling a more efficient recovery of 2-fold events. Furthermore, the electron extraction efficiency and mean single electron size are relatively low in LUX, and low-energy searches in LZ should be driven predominantly by the S1 threshold. Additionally, the Hamamatsu R11410 PMTs used in LZ are found to have higher DPE probabilities which would also aid in a more efficient analysis. Finally, there are prospects for lower coincidence backgrounds from spurious electron and photon emission from its grids as this has been the subject of significant research in recent times [19] .
VI. CONCLUSION
We presented a new data analysis technique to search for rare electron and nuclear recoil interactions at subkeV energies in LXe-TPCs. This analysis is based on the efficient detection of single VUV photons that occasionally generate two photoelectrons in some photomultiplier tube models. Although the dual photoelectron response is a modest fraction of the total response to single VUV photons, there is essentially no dark count rate competing with such signals and low backgrounds can therefore be achieved -this is a key conclusion of this study. For electron recoils we demonstrated the accurate reconstruction of a population of events where the S1 pulse consisted of a single detected photon recorded in the tritium calibration of the LUX experiment. We then applied a similar methodology to a search for low-energy nuclear recoils in the LUX 2013 WIMP search dataset, improving the spin-independent scattering cross section limits significantly between 2.5 GeV/c 2 and 5 GeV/c 2 WIMP mass compared with the previous analysis -where a standard 2-fold threshold had been applied to the S1 signal.
Various groups around the world are pursuing the measurement of scintillation and ionisation yields for ER and NR interactions and to establish the energy required to release the first quantum of ionisation and of scintillation in liquid xenon. Therefore, this technique has the potential for low systematic uncertainty for both types of interactions. There are good prospects for applying this analysis to larger experiments such as LZ, where the improvement can be more significant owing to several factors. This could be an important enhancement in the search for very light WIMP interactions and the coherent nuclear scattering of solar neutrinos.
